No Pro Needed Volume 2: Diving Into It

Your house is falling apart and youre off
to... Disneyland?? If your sink is backing
up and the holes in your walls seem to be
getting bigger... NOW is NOT the time to
go! Remember when you moved into your
new home? Everything was working the
way its supposed to and looked fabulous!
But time has a way to take its toll out on
everything. Wouldnt it be great to get it
back into shape? How about better than
before? Why wait until things get so bad
you dont even want to look at them? You
know they arent going to fix themselves!
And you could pay someone to come in
and (hopefully) fix it all up, but then you
would NEVER get to Disneyland - but
youd be helping others to get there! If only
you knew how to do all of these things
yourself you could save a lot of money and
make your travel and vacation dreams
arrive sooner. And just maybe you could
do it yourself if you just had enough
information to even get started, let alone
finish! Well, here it is - the help youve
been looking for is here now! Go back to
the cover of this book and Take a look
inside Do you have some issues with
drains, or even garbage disposals? You can
fix it! Ever tried to fix a pocket door? You
can now! Can you paint a straight line
without help? Learn how now! And how
about that ceiling fan you wanted in the
spare bedroom? Do it! Ill even tell you
when you should have an assistant! Those
helping hands really do HELP!
Step-by-step plans to get the job done right
the first time! No need to waste your time
with trial and error practices. Ive already
spent over 40 years doing that so you dont
have to. And its your money that you part
with. If you are like me you dont have
disposable income to just throw away.
Make the most of it and do these things
yourself. You cant imagine how great it
feels to finish some of these projects and be
able to stand back and say I DID THAT!
But you will! Then... Disneyland! The
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choice is yours - any project in this book
will save you a small fortune! The projects
I present in this book can seem daunting at
times. But there is a light at the end of the
tunnel and its not the train! This volume
has the more difficult tasks but only
because they will require a bit more time to
complete. Just remember that it is a
step-by-step layout and dont try to bite the
whole job at once! And none of the steps is
that hard to do. Some of them may require
a helping hand and youll see why when
you get to them. Even so, you can get
ready to be successful at fixing up your
home and keeping it running smoothly!
You should have ALREADY clicked on
the Buy Now button!
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